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Maximize the value of your 
Itron Riva 2.0 deployment with 
NET2GRID’s disaggregation 
insights to fuel value
for your customers.

Itron Riva 2.0 + 
NET2GRID Disaggregation

Utilize top-notch technical characteristics, including:

Customer
Intelligence

Customer
Engagement

Smart Distributed 
Energy Resources

Generate a Digital Twin
of a detailed customer
& household profile
to build stronger 
relationships, target 
upsells, and drive 
effective marketing 
campaigns.

Provide customers 
with 360 degree 
understanding of their 
energy usage and
provide actionable 
insights to help them 
reduce consumption
and lower bills.

Optimize energy 
costs by boosting 
the effectiveness of 
Distributed Energy 
Resources & provide 
customers with
optimal time of day
for EV charging.

Edge appliance disaggregation

Detection of EV events, charge 
type and consumption

Solar gross production
through disaggregation

HAN alerts, in real-time
All events available through
HAN & FAN

Customer journey includes
nudges for HAN connection Customer Engagement as 

disaggregation data only or 
supporting a customer
journey through API’s



Don’t just take our word for it,
experience it for yourself

Use cases

Tap into real-time EV 
edge detection to alert 
your business and your 
customers of charging 
events in real time, all 
without the need
for hardware.

Generate Digital Twin 
household profiles for
grid and customer 360 
insights & provide
money-saving 
recommendations to
your customers.

Upgrade customer 
proposition from AMI 
disaggregation to
real-time engagement
& smart energy services 
using appliance-level 
insights via FAN
& HAN WiFi.

Compatible with regional 
differences, regulatory 
constraints, & customer 
preferences

Access up to 90%
accuracy with leading
disaggregation models

Ability to process
meter data of
all granularities

The only EV detection app
on the Itron app store
(2nd version)

Over a decade of experience
in hardware design &
edge detection

Why choose NET2GRID’s disaggregation for your
Itron Riva deployment

“Consumer load disaggregation 
allows customers to take their energy 
consumption into their own hands. We are 
excited to collaborate with NET2GRID!”

‘’We are super excited to partner with 
NET2GRID as a solution provider for our DI 
platform. There is dramatic value to
be added.’’

Don Reeves
Senior Vice President,
Outcomes, Itron Inc.

Stefan Zschienger,
VP of Product Management,
Itron Inc.


